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Details of Visit:

Author: seeyoujimmy
Location 2: Village A Few Miles Outside Ayr
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 18 Aug 2010 9.00pm
Duration of Visit: 30 mins
Amount Paid: 125
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07544482381

The Premises:

This was an outcall (car meet actually) booking that effectively turned into something resembling an
incall. The location was a garage at the rear of row of houses in a village near Ayr. An easy to find
location that was spacious, heated and private. Not quite the comfort of an incall but the novelty and
the lady more than compensated for that.

The Lady:

Lori is a 22yo petite, slim very pretty brunette with a gorgeous figure and hypnotic eyes. She was
wearing a loose mauve dress, bra and shoes and nothing else covering her shaven pubes. An
absolutely delightful girl, friendly and welcoming. Lori is highly intelligent and very easy to talk to. As
near a GFE as you can get in 30 minutes.

The Story:

I do wish I?d found this girl sooner. She works (sometimes) in Ayrshire which is closer to home than
the long travelling I usually need to undertake to get to punts and is slim, young and fabulous to
look at. She's 22yo but could pass for 17. Best of all she is very responsive to DATY, clean and
sweet, and allows lots of kissing and OWO with CIM, keeping eye-to-eye contact with those
gorgeous peepers giving a turn-on effect that I wish other WGs could learn to adopt.

After exchanging emails with Lori to settle on the time and location for a car meet, I arrived and
phoned her as agreed (though because of poor reception, texting worked better). Expecting to drive
off with her in the car somewhere, I was taken by surprise when a nearby garage was opened up
and I was beckoned by a vision of loveliness to drive inside.
Having closed up the doors again, Lori joined me in the passenger seat and we got straight into
some kissing and cuddling. When I suggested moving into the rear seat for more space, Lori
instead suggested going out into the garage, which had plenty of room and was nicely heated.
Excellent move. Out there I was able to squeeze and nibble her breasts before she climbed up on
the bonnet of my car and lay back for me to literally lick little Lori. Oh how I had been looking
forward to doing that! Lori was clean, delicious and very responsive, climaxing nicely (and I think
genuinely) after a little while. After I finished undressing, the OWO followed but stopping to fit a
condom for full sex left me too soft so with time limited I asked Lori to resume the BBBJ and I
finished by wanking into her mouth while she knelt and looked up at me with those beautiful eyes.
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Definitely one of the best punting experiences I have ever had. The unexpected bonus was the
compliments that Lori paid me regarding not only my oral technique but also my physical
appearance! Now that was a surprise, as those of you reading this who know me will no doubt
appreciate.

The only less than perfect aspect of the whole affair (and I?m so sorry there has to be one; please
don?t be offended, Lori) was the extra charge for OWO & CIM, making this the most expensive 30
min punt I have ever done and similar in cost to what I usually pay for a 1hr incall with the same
services. I don?t regret one penny of the expenditure for this occasion but others might consider
remaining covered for the money shot just as enjoyable and better vfm.
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